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UH Law Center Professor Evans says accessing your own genomic data is a civil right

Information kept on research subjects raises issues of privacy, security and personal choice

Jan. 4, 2018 -- Storing and using people’s genomic data in research offers many benefits to society, but it places a person’s civil rights at risk, according to University of Houston Law Center Professor Barbara J. Evans whose legal analysis was published today in the American Journal of Human Genetics.

“Unless people can see the data that researchers are storing about them, they cannot understand their risks or take steps to protect their civil rights,” said Evans, Alumnae College Professor of Law, director of the Center on Biotechnology & Law, and professor of electrical and computer engineering at the UH Cullen College of Engineering.

The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008, or GINA, foresaw that Americans will face new threats to their civil rights as genomic testing grows more common, Evans said. If genomic data are mishandled or hacked, people might face genetic discrimination, identity theft, or even be wrongly linked to a crime.

“Having access to your own genomic data also lets you exercise important constitutional rights, such as your right to go on social media and assemble groups of people with genes like yours and lobby Congress to spend more research dollars studying how those genes affect your health,” she said. “Like the right to vote, access to one’s own genomic data is a foundational civil right that empowers people to protect all their other civil rights.”

GINA created an individual access right by forcing changes to a major federal privacy law, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Privacy Rule, Evans explained. These changes, finalized in 2013 and 2014, gave Americans a legal right to inspect and obtain copies of their own genetic test results stored at HIPAA-regulated laboratories, including some research labs.

Giving people access to data from research has been controversial, Evans said. The genomic data that research laboratories produce is sometimes “subclinical quality”— in other words, it does not always meet the same quality standards that are required for data used in clinical health care. Ordinary laypeople, it is feared, lack the “scientific literacy” to be leery of subclinical-quality information and may misuse it to make healthcare decisions.

This potential for misuse concerns many bioethicists and members of the medical profession, as well as safety regulators like the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, which regulates clinical labs, she continued. These safety regulators, at times, have taken stances that cause research labs to block people’s new access right.

“You have one regulator telling research labs to provide access, to protect civil rights. Other regulators try to block access, citing safety concerns. It’s unseemly,” Evans said. “Labs are caught in the middle and many Americans are being deprived of a federally protected civil right to see their data.”

“When safety and civil rights collide, there are ways to reconcile the two,” she said. “The good news is that we aren’t forced to choose between having safety or having civil rights. We can have both, but it requires regulators to be smart and think outside their usual boxes.”

Evans’ research was supported by the National Institutes of Health, the National Human Genome Research Institute, the National Cancer Institute, and the UH Law Foundation.

Click here to read the article: “HIPAA’s individual right of access to genomic data: reconciling safety and civil rights.”
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